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Wow. It’s Dues time again. It would help us a lot if you could pay your dues now, while you think of it, so
that we don’t have to chase you down later. We know you want to keep the EN coming! Thanks in advance!
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Europa 2021 Stamp Winners!
Endangered National Wildlife
This year, PostEurop announced new voting
rules for selecting the “best” Europa stamp.
Rather than have two different “best” winners
(Jury Prize and Popular), a single winner was
chosen resulting from a combination of 3 different voting panels, each having the same
weight:

Poland wins the overall contest, and for good
reason (besides showing the most popular animal). Of all votes cast, Poland was the only
country to show up in all three voting categories.

• Jury voting on physical stamps. Each jury
member votes for his/her 3 preferred stamps.

• General public voting on digital images of
the stamps via a dedicated PostEurop website, 9 May - 9 September. This is the previous “popular” vote

• A new category: Postal operators voting on digital images of the stamps via a
dedicated PostEurop internal website. Each
company votes for 3 preferred stamps, except
its own stamp.
The 10 best placed stamps in each of the 3 voting panels are then allocated the following
number of points, using the same system as
the Eurovision Song Contest:

1st = 12 points; 2nd = 10 points; 3rd = 8
points; 4th = 7 points; 5th = 6 points; 6th = 5
points; 7th = 4 points; 8th = 3 points; 9th = 2
points and 10th = 1 point.
The points from the 3 voting panels are then
added up to obtain the overall winner and the
two runners-up.
Important Note: In order to win the contest,
the country must send both their digital and physical stamp to PostEurop. Maybe
this will discourage stragglers in the future.
The voting is now complete. The Best Europa
stamp 2021 was announced at PostEurop's
plenary assembly on 6 October 2021.

The votes went as follows:
Jury voting :
1. Germany
2. Poland
3. Norway

Public voting :
1. Turkey
2. Armenia
3. Poland
Postal operators voting :
1. Poland
2. Åland
3. Hungary

Personally, I like this new approach. All the
nominated stamps have something going for
them besides just popularity. I’ve updated the
Europa Header pages on our website to reflect
this selection.
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So, on we go with the stragglers. Still waiting
for Italy and Albania ….

GEORGIA 2v+ss of same two values se-tenant
Issue date 22 September 2021

GIBRALTAR 6v self-adhesive “Post & Go”
Issue date 14 September 2021

Georgia’s stamps highlight not just an animal,
but the tree that forms the centerpiece of the
concatenated stamps.
From Gibraltar Stamps:
Post & Go machines issue a new generation of
self-adhesive postage stamps that are rapidly
capturing the interest of stamp collectors. The
stamps were first introduced by the Royal
Mail back in 2008. Gibraltar is proud to issue
a new set of Post & Go for the Europa 2021Barbary Macaques.
Arguably Gibraltar’s most famous tourist attraction, the Rock’s Barbary Macaques are so
much more. Indeed Sawchuk & Tripp’s fitting
tribute describes them as a living legacy and a
perfect nuisance in their 2019 publication: a
must for any enthusiast.

Perhaps, but I think we may be forgiven for
seeing this as yet another way to extract cash
from Europa collectors. Gibraltar Stamps is
selling the set for £7.95 (about $10.85).
Will Lighthouse, Davo, et al. provide a space
for these? My guess is no, but we’ll see.

The animals are
The Goitered or Black-tailed Gazelle (Gazella
subgutturosa) is found in Georgia, Azerbaijan,
and eastward into Mongolia. It runs at high
speed, but without the leaping, bounding gait
seen in other gazelle species. It is classified as
Vulnerable by the IUCN.

The Eastern Imperial Eagle (Aquila heliaca) is a
large bird of prey that breeds in southeastern
Europe and extensively through West
and Central Asia. The global population is
small and declining due to persecution, loss of
habitat and prey. It has therefore been IUCN
Red Listed as Vulnerable since 1994
The tree, prominently displayed and identified
on both stamps, is Pistacia atlantica, a species
of pistachio tree known by the English common name Mt. Atlas Mastic Tree, Cyprus Turpentine Tree, and the Persian Turpentine Tree.
Because other trees were rare, it was the only
good source of wood and was overharvested,
reducing its current distribution; it is still a
common tree in mountain forests in Iran,
— from Wikipedia
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GIBRALTAR 1v from a set of 5v shown below
Issue date 8 September 2021

LUXEMBOURG 1v
Issue date
14 September 2021

Post Luxembourg has now provided the following information regarding its SEPAC stamp:
POST Philately presents the oldest map of
Luxembourg city drawn by Jakob van Deventer in the 16th century. This founding document was produced shortly after 1559 on the
order of King Philip II of Spain.

From Gibraltar Stamps (their Post website)
comes this description:
Some exquisite examples of the historical cartography on display at the Gibraltar National
Archives have been featured as stamps. These
beautifully detailed maps display the city and
fortifications of Gibraltar whilst also giving us
an insight into the 13th and the 14th ‘Great
Siege’ of Gibraltar.
The £1 (SEPAC) stamp is a 19th Century map
published on 1 Dec 1823 by R.H. Laurie, Map
& Chart feller of No. 53 Fleet Street in London
with the title of ‘A plan of the town and fortifications of Gibraltar’ reinforcing the fact Gibraltar was first and foremost a military fortress.
The description goes on in detail about the individual stamps and the various sieges of Gibraltar. That detail goes way beyond the scope
of our little newsletter, but it is well worth visiting. Go to www.gibraltar-stamps.com/ for
more.

The roster of 2021 SEPAC stamps is now complete, with Vatican and the Isle of Man sitting
this one out. Iceland, of course, no longer issues stamps. The SEPAC folder shown below
is now also available from all of the SEPAC
countries, with lots of background information.
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Traditional Mediterranean Jewelry
LEBANON 1v

TUNISIA 2v
Issue date 15 July 2021

Issue date 17 August 2021

Selim Mouzannar is a creative jeweler who
won the Couture Design Award in 2016 for
‘Best in Colored Gemstone Above $20K’ and
whose designs are unmistakably reflective of
his Middle Eastern roots and inspired by the
architecture and everyday life of a city by the
sea. As the Mediterranean is the eternal inspiration of summer for him, the selected earrings are from his “Fish For Love” collection
that dives into the deep blue a marvelous bath
amid sparkling multi-colored fish adorned
with delicate rose gold scales.
— from the press release

EGYPT 1v
Issue date 12 July 2021

No further information at
this time

ALGERIA 2v
Issue date 12 July 2021

No further information at this time

The "El Khomsa" necklace (left):
The coral studded "El Khomsa" necklace is
characterized by the combination of the shape
through El Khomsa and the metallic components which consist of a number of interlocking rings of gold and coral, which is one of the
most famous gemstones and is mined from the
northwestern coasts of Tunisia (Tabarka).
Women wear it on their necks and adorn
themselves with this unique necklace in everyday life, on occasions and parties, and it has
not lost its popularity and charm to this day.
The "Tlila" Necklace (right):
A very beautiful and original necklace worn by
Tunisian women, especially at parties and
weddings. Decorated with pearls and coral
reefs and enhanced with gold threads, the
woman creates her necklace using embroidery
techniques, an ancestral craft passed down
from generation to generation. This sumptuous necklace consists of an embellished central
rosette threaded on each side, strings loaded
with beautiful pearls, coral, garnet and hematite (Khamri). It is adorned with a set of gold
or silver discs (Mahboub), lire, coral rosaries,
pearls (diamonds) and other elements. The
necklace is worn tight around the neck. The
popularity of this handcrafted necklace has
increased in recent times after being long forgotten and is an essential necklace of traditional adornment.
— from the press release
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European Anniversaries and Events
SAN MARINO 1v
Issue date 21 September 2021

ITALY 1v
Issue date 6 September 2021

65th Anniversary of
the Council of Europe
Development Bank

80th Anniversary of the
Ventotene Manifesto

In 1989, San Marino joined the Development
Bank of the Council of Europe, an ancient
multilateral financial institution with social
purposes founded in 1956. Through the San
Marino stamp, it wishes to thank the Bank for
the timely help provided to the member states
in dealing with the pandemic, in addition to
the significant contribution of its activities,
and to pay homage to health personnel for
their commitment during the emergency.
— from San Marino Post

ITALY 1v
Issue date 30 September 2021
60th Anniversary of
the Organization for
Economic Cooperation
and Development
(OECD)

The bottom half of the stamp has a green band
bearing the phrase "BEST POLICIES FOR A
BETTER LIFE", representative of the aims of
this international body. In the lower part is
depicted a detail of the terrestrial globe that
focuses Europe.
The European Economic
Community was the precursor to the OECD.
— from Poste Italiane

The Ventotene Manifesto is officially entitled For a Free and United Europe. It was written by Altiero Spinelli, and puts him in the
pantheon of Europa proponents. It was written
while he was imprisoned on the Italian island
of Ventotene during World War II.
The following is from Wikipedia:
Completed in June 1941, the Manifesto was
circulated within the Italian Resistance, and it
soon became the program of the European
Federalist Movement. The Manifesto called for
a socialist federation of Europe and the world.
In the text, European Federalism and World
Federalism are presented as a way to prevent
future wars.
Spinelli (1907–86), a former Communist, became a leader of the federalist movement due
to his primary authorship of the Manifesto
and his postwar advocacy. The manifesto
called for a break with Europe's past to form a
new political system through a restructuring
of politics and extensive social reform. It was
presented not as an ideal, but as the best option for Europe's postwar condition.
Italy honored Spinelli with this stamp in 2007,
marking the 100th anniversary of his birth:
Scott # 2821

Word is out that White Ace will resume publishing Europa supplements soon. Great news!
Thanks to Alex Cwiekalo for passing this on!
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Like what you see?
Join the ESU !!

